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DISCLAIMER, COPYRIGHT AND LEGAL NOTICE

SLAP 16-XX 

This presentation is for nonprofit, illustrative and general educational purposes only.

I do not make any warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represent that its use would
not infringe privately owned rights.

Every picture or drawing used to describe a tool or system has been only utilized for illustration purposes and has been
properly identified and remains as a property of their respective owners / authors.

Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by myself. The views
and opinions of the author expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the company where the author
works for.

Further, while I have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that everything published is accurate I do not accept any
responsibility for any errors or resulting loss or damage whatsoever or howsoever caused and readers and practitioners
have the responsibility to thoroughly check these aspects for themselves.

This presentation or any of its contents may be reproduced, copied, modified or adapted, subject to inclusion of
presentation’s title, author, date and copyright notice of other authors.



UNHOLSTER WELL POTENTIAL USING CONVERGING SHOCKWAVES

TWO FACTS ABOUT UNCONVENTIONALS

� Reservoir productivity  intrinsically limited by its own 

very low permeability 

� Economics mainly driven by well construction costs

� Introduction of new technologies must show clear 

evidence of impact on cost reduction without 

compromising HSE aspects

� Potential increase in productivity  is an upside

� Oil & gas prices helps to balance the equation but…

� In 2014 average breakeven price for shale oil was 

about 60 USD/bbl. Currently some operators have 

proven sustainable development at 30 – 35 USD/bbl
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ECONOMICS
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� From statistics:

� Plug & Perf: 75 – 80 % (mostly all with multiple 

clusters)

� Frac sleeve:  15 – 20 %

� CT based: 5 % 

� Recent market studies show same trend for upcoming 

years if no breakthrough technology is introduced in 

the market

TECHNOLOGIES FOR COMPLETION

“If you want to be competitive and get favorable 
economics you will only depend on your constant and 
relentless imagination and ability to cut well 
construction costs!”         



MULTI-FRACTURED HORIZONTAL WELLS  
JUSTIFICATION BASED ON RESERVOIR ENGINEERING 

� Multi-fractured horizontal wells provide highest productivity index

� No other combination is better

� Large number of frac stages provide higher IPs but incremental production decreases with number of fracs

� Reservoir deliverability after fracture vs economic trade-off 

� Transverse hydraulic fractures  are only attractive at very low permeability 

� Below ~0.5 mD they are the best option as choked flow is negligible

� Multi-fractured horizontal wells with transverse hydraulic fractures are best option for unconventional reservoirs 

unless other exceptional reservoir characteristics dictate the opposite  
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Source: SPE 102616 Source: Wang, 2009



UNHOLSTER WELL POTENTIAL USING CONVERGING SHOCKWAVES

GEOMECHANICS & FRACTURE INITIATION  
IMPACTS

� Hydraulic fracture main plane orientation dictated by geomechanics, 

wellbore axis must be defined with fracture orientation in mind

� Fractures at any other angle are difficult to initiate , very common 

to observe high breakdown pressure, tortuosity, early screen-

outs, abnormal extension pressure, no clear ISIPs, etc. 

� Hydraulic fracture always grows in the same plane of the two 

maximum stresses

� Every connection from wellbore to reservoir is a potential source for 

fracture initiation but…

� Multiple initiation points is not effective from energy perspective 

� Multiple initiated  fractures might coalesce or stop growing due 

to internal interference caused by stress (stress shadowing), 

ergo: reduce length of clusters  to minimize this effect

� Short clusters = limited number of perforations (holes)
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Source: EPT International

Hole Size [in] Cluster Length [m]

6 ¼ - 6 ¾ < 0.6

8 ½ < 0.8



AT WHICH PERFORATIONS DOES FRACTURE INITIATE?
MAIN EFFECTS

� Stress regime is the principal factor

� Normal (Sv > SH > Sh): fracture initiates at top and bottom

� Relative easy to continue vertical propagation

� Strike slip (SH > Sv > Sh): fracture initiates at both sides of the well

� When fracture propagates it needs to twist to align to the plane 

of two principal stresses

� Thrust (SH > Sh > Sv): fracture initiates at both sides of the well 

� Pancake fractures. Not good for production!  

� Fabrics and lamination

� For strike slip and thrust regimes if interfaces are relative weak or 

anisotropy is high, it is easier for the fracture to propagate along the 

bedding plane in which case only pancake fractures are obtained. Not 

good for production either! 

� Oriented  perforations to partially mitigate the problem?

� Most likely problem is not fixed

� Remember cost implications

� Conclusion: understand geomechanics in your area and land your wells in 

zones where fracture initiation is not an issue otherwise production is 

compromised 1

Rahman, 2002 

Oriented perfs in strike-slip



VERTICAL vs HORIZONTAL WELL
IMPACT ON FRACTURING

� Vertical wells

� No matter is stress regime is either extensional or 

strike-slip, fracture plane will be vertical

� Initiation and propagation are favored by this well 

architecture

� Fracture will be aligned to perforations and well 

communicated to them

� Tortuosity should not be a major issue

� Easier to cover long vertical intervals even with 

barriers for fracture growth

� Horizontal wells

� Initiation will depend on stress regime

� Even if fracture plane is vertical for extensional and 

strike-slip, fracture has to turn to align from initiation 

plane to propagation one causing restrictions

� Tortuosity might be an issue

� Higher breakdown pressure

� Limited fracture height if frac barriers are close

to the wellbore Where do we land the well? 

UBA’s website

Gale, 2014



VACA MUERTA’S GEOMECHANICS IMPACT 
PARTICULARITIES 
� Stress regime varies laterally and vertically on a 

regional basis but even in the same well

� Strike-slip very common

� Presence of ash beds and carbonate layers 

(beefs, stringers) highly decoupled from 

surrounding rocks  

� High pore pressure (up to 0.95 psi/ft)

� Possible to adjust cluster spacing to enhance vertical 

connectivity 



VM’S STRESS SCENARIOS – FRAC INITATION
EXTENSIONAL (NORMAL REGIME) STRIKE SLIP 

SH VERTICAL WELL – TOP VIEW

ShSv

HORIZONTAL – AXIAL VIEWSv

SHSh

� Sv= 1.05 psi/ft

� SH= 0.9 psi/ft

� Sh= 0.8 psi/ft

� Pp= 0.85 psi/ft ShSv

SH VERTICAL WELL – TOP VIEW

Sv

SH
Sh

� Sv= 1.05 psi/ft

� SH= 1.15 psi/ft

� Sh= 0.9 psi/ft

� Pp= 0.85 psi/ft

� Sv= 1.05 psi/ft

� SH= 0.9 psi/ft

� Sh= 0.8 psi/ft

� Pp= 0.85 psi/ft

� Sv= 1.05 psi/ft

� SH= 1.15 psi/ft

� Sh= 0.9 psi/ft

� Pp= 0.85 psi/ft

HORIZONTAL – AXIAL VIEW

�
��

= 0.8 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.2 psi/ft

�
��

= 0.75 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.75 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.0 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.4 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.6 psi/ft

�
��

= 1.2 psi/ft

Axial initiation, vertical fractures Axial initiation, vertical fractures, potential horiz components

Top-bottom axial initiation, turn 90º and vertical propagation Initiation on both sides, turn 90º and vertical grow if possible 



BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS
ASSUMPTIONS

� Horizontal well – normal stress regime  

� 0.5 m of perforations at 6 SPF (10 holes)

� 60º phasing

� Linear elastic rock behavior

� Isotropic rock (Kirsch’s equations are valid)

� Cylindrical hole (assumption for previous eqs)

REALITY

� Casing gun rests at bottom of the well 

� Depending on how casing gun arrives at perforation 

depth, most likely perforations are not going to be 

aligned to principal stresses 

� Charge located closest to well will produce biggest

hole and shortest penetration, charge located on

the opposite side has the opposite behavior

� Rocks do not behave as linear elastic, they are 

anisotropic and wellbore is slightly ellipsoidal 

(Amadei’s solution even if complex is more adequate)

11,600 psi

15,600 psi

SH= 11,500 psi

Sh= 9,000 psi



ESTIMATION OF BREAKDOWN PRESSURE
WHY? – MAIN USES  

� Optimization of casing design

� Engineering  of cluster design

� Horse power requirement on location

� Definition of equipment pressure rating

� Setup of pup-off valves

� What else? 

PROPOSED METHOD   

� Based on deep resistivity logs which is available in mostly

every well and pore pressure

� Deep resistivity not affected by potential invasion, 

deep radius of investigation

� Rock properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio)

can be deducted from acoustic logs

� Acoustic data linked to resistivity as shown by Faust

� Breakdown equation is a function of rock properties and stresses

� Originally intended and tested for tight reservoirs but lately 

proved also useful for shales

GBD = A * RDB + C * GPP
D - E

A, B, C, D, E = Correlation coefficients



ESTIMATION OF BREAKDOWN PRESSURE – CONT’D
APPLICATION EXAMPLES  

� Fracability analysis

� Possible to integrate as part of petro physical analysis to flag zones

with high breakdown pressure 

� Resistivity might be also used as a proxy for potential production. 

Another flag for picking best productive zones

� Casing design  

� Quick assessment for casing design, avoid surprises during factory drilling

� Save casing in lowermost zones with high breakdown pressure that most 

likely will be of low productivity



PERFORATIONS ANALYSIS  
OBSERVATIONS

� In practice at least 500 to 700 psi are required to get decent diversion thru 

perforations per single cluster   

� In practice it is recommended more than 2 bpm/hole 

� Any relationship between these numbers?

� Assumptions for simulation:

� 1 cluster, 0.5 m long, 6 SPF, 20 BPM/cluster

� Proven that after pumping more than 6,000 lbm of proppant, perforation 

does not suffer additional erosion

� What have changed?

� If casing gun is retrieved from well with all charges fired, why are we 

making the assumption that 1/3 of perforations are ineffective?   

SLAP 16-XX 
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0 ppg prop conc

4 ppg prop conc

4 ppg prop conc



CLUSTER INEFFICIENCY OR OPPORTUNITIES?  
FACTS & OBSERVATIONS

� Cluster perforating is another fancy name for limited entry perforation

� We all know how many bypassed zones were left using this 

technique. Opportunity for WOs

� No matter what we say it was implemented to reduce cost when 

tight reservoirs were uneconomical 

� We measure cluster efficiency based on production per cluster

� If highly uneven or inexistent, efficiency is low

� We love or we blame clusters based on results

� Are we measuring with the right technologies or just allocating 

production based on proxies (e.g. tracers, microseismic)?

� Are we engineering cluster design?

� Do we really understand physics behind the process?

SLAP 16-XX 

1

Source: Miller, 2011

~1/3 of clusters do not produce

Source: SPE 166242



CLUSTERS DYNAMICS
FRAC SPACING FUNDAMENTALS

� Mainly driven by four factors:

� Stress interference or shadowing

� Directly related to geomechanics and poro-elastoplastic effects between hydraulic fractures

� Production interference

� Related to reservoir conditions that govern the process

� Operational and/or completion design constraints (engineering)

� Even if previous two factors are feasible, this factor might limit the number of clusters and stages (e.g. 

spacing to set tools, flushing of fracs, etc.)

� Economics

� Will dictate if there is a commercial development behind the technical approach

� Company strategy will define which key indicators are required to have profitable  economics  

� Today’s discussion: focus on third factor assuming others are fulfilled 

SLAP 16-XX 

1 Source: Carboceramic



CLUSTERS DYNAMICS – CONT’D

� Common assumptions

� Clusters are located at zones with similar rock 

properties (similar reservoir quality)

� Brittleness index for cluster positioning 

� Evenly fluid distribution based on rate if all clusters 

are the same of equivalent flowing area as 

partitioning factor 

� No difference in local velocities for fluid and 

proppant

� 1D problem. Newtonian fluids 

� No pressure drop between clusters

� All holes are open or a certain percentage does not 

take fluid (~30 % are not effective)

� Perforations remain always the same 

� Are these assumptions valid?

� Up to what point?

� What others are not considered?

� Complex problem that needs to couple fluid transport 

including proppant and fracture propagation 16

FLUID & PROPPANT DISTRIBUTION
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Source: Liu et all, 2016

Plan (ideal) What we get



CLUSTERS DYNAMICS – POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

� Common assumptions

� Clusters are located at zones with similar rock 

properties (similar reservoir quality)

� Brittleness index for cluster positioning 

� Evenly fluid distribution based on rate if all clusters 

are the same of equivalent flowing area as 

partitioning factor 

� No difference in local velocities for fluid and 

proppant

� 1D problem. Newtonian fluids 

� No pressure drop between clusters

� All holes are open or a certain percentage does not 

take fluid (~30 % are not effective)

� Perforations remain always the same 

FLUID & PROPPANT DISTRIBUTION
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� Recommended approach

� Define an integrated workflow with G&G, RE and D&C 

to identify best zones (reservoir quality)

� Move away from BI. Use more engineered 

approaches based on solid physics    

� Use Navier-Stokes’s equations in full taking advantage 

of CFD simulations  

� Understand fluid flow behavior with and without 

proppant. Different types of proppant to validate

� Move to 2D and 3D solutions including non-

Newtonian behavior. Frac fluids are non Newtonian!  

� Understand perforation dynamics. Use a fully coupled 

simulator to assess individual hole behavior

� Perforations behave dynamically. Understand 

behavior along time while fracturing  

Partner with Universities to tackle complex problems. It will benefit both parties



PERFORATION STRATEGY

� Cluster length must be less than 4 wellbore diameters to avoid multiple fractures

� If possible 3 to 4 clusters as a maximum. As number increases efficiency decrease dramatically 

� Space clusters to mitigate stress shadowing effects but remember this is not the only factor to take into account 

� Perforation hole engineered to provide enough pressure drop for positive diversion but at the same time it must be 

able to allow flowing of slurry at maximum proppant concentration

� In practice it is easier to work with rate rather than pressure drop to get diversion. Ensure at least 2 bpm/hole

� Design with perforation hole size once it is eroded

� Big holes does not provide diversion unless high pumping rate is used

� Big charges create an important stress cage around perforation which might increase breakdown pressure

� Use regular charges in terms of amount of explosive as cement strength is very low in tension. For fracturing in 

unconventional reservoirs it is not required to overcome invaded zone (any?) as production is provided by the 

fracture, not by the reservoir itself     

� All perforations at casing wall should be open (assuming charges were fired and casing gun verified at surface) but 

not all will take fluid as breakdown pressure is not uniform around the wellbore. QAQC always pays off

� Acid spearhead are useful to breakdown formation 

� Oriented perforating is expensive so go for 60º phasing to maximize the possibility of being close to planes of 

principal stresses

� If conventional perforating is giving you a lot of headaches go to abrasive jetting perforation and pin point 

stimulation. Have you checked if stress regime is right?     

TAKEAWAYS – SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
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